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THEME STATEMENT

As virtual realms become more popular, physical public space has experienced a simultaneous 
divestment of attention and potential. It is not only the conflict between virtual and real space that 
defines the nature of public space today, but also the shift from the public to the private sector, 
morphing formerly free spaces into hybrid commercial zones. When attention is paid to public 
space, the increase in supervision and surveillance – together with a glut of good intentions in the 
form of more art, more design – transforms spaces of spontaneity into pre-programmed, over-
determined areas. What comprises public space in Russia? What should be done with the excess 
of open space produced by monumental Soviet planning? What can be learned from the archi-
tecture of improvisation that populated these spaces after the arrival of the market economy? Is 
there a correlation between the heavily programmed nature of 21st century public space and the 
relative free-for-all of virtual social spaces? This theme examines the current state of public space 
in Russia in its physical and virtual manifestations. It calls for a reassessment of the open spaces 
of Russian cities and a committed architectural engagement in the virtual territories created by 
new media.
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INTRODUCTION





1.1

MOSCOW INTER FACES

Moscow
One mission of Strelka Institute is to interpret and change Russian urban landscape in a broadest 
meaning of the term. The departure of Moscow’s long-term mayor in November last year and the 
appointment of his successor hinted at the urgency for the definition of strategic goals for the city 
development and the role the public society could and should play in it. Therefore, this research 
started with the hypothesis that public space is the mirror of this society in its current status of a 
transition that Russian society as a whole has undergone during the last two decades.  

Moscow, a city of modernity like no other capital and therefore representing utopian urban con-
cepts in a particular radical way, provides a wide ground for exploration of public space. Whereas 
Moscow’s history dates back in the XII century, 80 % of the city has been constructed over the 
last 90 years. Moreover, two third of the territory of Moscow today is considered public space. 
At the same time Russia’s capital displays consequences of transition that Russian society and 
institutions are undergoing.

Team 
The team of instructors and body of students was shaped to meet the requirements of a truly 
interdisciplinary research. Director of the theme Michael Schindhelm — writer and cultural advisor; 
co-director Yury Grigoryan — architect; theme coordinator Fedor Novikov — urban planner; OMA 
representative Timur Shabaev — architect and graphic designer. Students:  Andrey Goncharov 
— designer; Anna Butenko — architect;  Anna Trapkova — culturologist; Daria Nuzhnaya — archi-
tect; Jezi Stankevic — architect; Maria Gulieva — architect; Sergey Shoshin — architect. Moreo-
ver, to broaden the spectrum of expertise involved, we reached out to best experts, both local and 
international: scientists, developers, government officials, philosophers e.t.c.

Formulating research framework
We entered the Fall term with a proposal to explore public space as battlefield of multiple interests, 
to guide the debate we introduced oppositions that we believe to be crucial for public space: the 
sacrifice of liberty for more individual safety; the relationship of public and private ownership and 
responsibility; mix of commercial and non-commercial activities; links between real and virtual ; 
self-identification and definitions of ours and others; difference in subjective and objective evalua-
tion of public realm; permeability and accessibility of public spaces.

This approach was formulated as Moscow Inter Faces — it stresses the importance of “public” 
in “public space” and shapes the research to look at public space as the interface between users, 
stakeholders, hardware and software. 
Our goal was to build and capitalize on the synergy of different professional backgrounds in a 
multilateral research effort.

by Michael Schindhelm and Yury Grigoryan

“It is difficult to design a space that will not attract people. 
What is remarkable is how often this has been accomplished.”
(William H. Whyte)

Public spaces are structures like pedestrian streets with outer protective constructions, squares, 
pedestrian zones, galleries, passages, atriums, etc. and also parts of constructions and build-
ings, designated for use by general public.
(Town Planning Code of Moscow)
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picture of relevant public space issues in Moscow.
Sampling
According to Shakespeare it is the people who are the city. If you are curious to get to know Mus-
covites people you have to watch them in Moscow’s public space. Therefore, since the early days 
of the research we’ve stressed the crucial importance for place-based approach: student selected 
specific case-studies, conducted numerous site-visits and interviewed both users and officials in 
charge of different public space.
The sampling of sites has evolved over the course of the research: in the beginning students 
selected up to 20 sites derived from multiple criteria and covering most local typologies to study 
generic conditions for Moscow. 

At the individual stage of the research student selected specific case-studies for their research, 
such as: Manezhnaya square for design, embankment for history of planning visions, microrayon 
for research on borders, or Patriarshie ponds for indirect economic benefits of public spaces.

Findings
Nearly six months of research have proved the hypothesis that Moscow’s public space is the mir-
ror of a society in transition from a planned to a market economy. Whereas pressing urgencies for 
changes in urban planning (Sergey Shoshin, Maria Gulieva) were detected, latencies have been 
discovered hinting at the enormous potential of a more efficient interpretation and exploitation 
of the value provided by public space (Anna Trapkova). Moscow’s public realm is considered a 
battlefield. Social activism using it as a platform for protest has been developed in various expres-
sions displaying “hot issues” of a society who tries to liberate itself from authoritarian traditions 
of public communication (Anna Butenko). As this communication still suffers from paternalism 
the internet and connected social networks offer new forms of public exchange which allows 
to investigate the role of virtual public spaces in shaping activities in real public spaces (Andrei 
Goncharov). Moscow, an unquestionable historical and contemporary center of the arts, displays 
inconsistent and disputing attitudes towards public art. Whereas the tradition of public memory 
created by memorials turned during the last two decades in a pompous celebration of monstrous 
public art statements, activists use art as a tool of political subversion. Furthermore, the historical 
experience of iconoclasm seems to not be entirely overcome and shows the contested relevance 
of public art in the interpretation of Russia’s identity (Daria Nuzhnaya). Moscow’s public design 
undergoes similar significant changes. Avant-garde approaches in the early years of Soviet Russia 
have been replaced by more rationalist design in the later communist era. Although contemporary 
and globally accepted models have reached also Russia’s capital Moscow remains a permanent 
exhibition of futurist and socialist design efforts. How to customize public space being designed 
under Soviet conditions to present needs? What are criteria for a efficient design in Moscow’s 
public space? Jezi Stankevic tries to give answers to those questions.

Broadcasting
The team collaborated with magazine Bolshoi Gorod (http://bg.ru) — a popular local media 
published bi-weekly and distributed city-wide for free, accompanied by an online platform — to 
develop a special issue dedicated specifically to public space on the basis of student research.

Additional broadcasting ideas included: production of a video-documentary; creation of a web-
platform as a result of virtual research; artistic intervention in Moscow public space.
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2.1

THE VALUE OF MOSCOW PUBLIC SPACE

by Anna Trapkova

Introduction 
In the past decades, public spaces worldwide have become a significant factor in the formation 
of the urban environment. In Russia, however, even today, the term public space does not enjoy 
widespread use. This may in large part be a holdover from the Soviet era. The absence of the in-
stitution of private property in the country did not promote the division of the urban landscape into 
private and public. It also explains why today, areas of common use in Russia account for over 
50 percent of total urban land area, whereas in European cities public space occupies around 25 
percent. The views on organization, management, maintenance, and utilization of common areas 
in Russia differs from the way public spaces are defined and viewed in Western scholarship. The 
initial hypothesis of my research was the assumption that all public spaces in Moscow 
were potential, yet hidden, capital. 

The goal of the study has been to determine the value of public spaces from the point of view of 
key groups of stakeholders: public officials, entrepreneurs, and citizens.

To meet this goal, I had to establish the groundwork of the research and create a frame of refer-
ence in the following ways:

 - devising a method for the evaluation of public spaces;
 - studying international practices of economics of public spaces;
 - analyzing current mechanisms of funding and management of public spaces in Moscow;
 - evaluating and studying the mechanisms of, and potential for, the interaction between 

stakeholders and public spaces using real-life examples.

Although this study is limited to the territory of Moscow, from the many types of public spaces 
in the city I chose only a few cases for detailed analysis. I focused on the green areas: squares, 
boulevards, and parks. In my view, they present the most striking contradictions between the city 
and nature, between public policy and economy, between the private and the collective.
In urban economics, public spaces are defined as areas for the public good, the main properties 
of which are non-excludability and non-rivalry. For this reason, the study does not limit itself to the 
economic aspects of public spaces as a whole, but covers the indirect economic and sociocul-
tural effects of public spaces. This has allowed me to evaluate public spaces in three dimensions: 
from the point of view of direct revenue, indirect revenue, and their intangible value.
A public space is the framework of the city, its skeletal structure. It connects the footprints of its 
inhabitants and integrates the essential urban processes and practices. It is virtually impossible to 
imagine a city without public spaces.

Patriarshy Ponds. Moscow (2011)
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Only 1.6 percent of the park’s revenue comes from sources other than the city budget. At the 
same time, multiple permanent and temporary owners are located on, or registered at, the territory 
of the park. This, however, inhibits, rather than facilitates, its economic performance. 
For example, over forty third-party companies and entrepreneurs occupy the nature reserve. 
Some of them have existed there since the Soviet era; others popped up during the chaotic 
privatization initiative of the 1990s–2000s. Nowadays, these owners are not related to the park 
nor do they generate any revenue for it. Even small vendor stands until recently were under the 
jurisdiction of the Southeast Prefecture of Moscow. As I have stated earlier, however, under the 
new mayor the right for choosing locations for vending stands should pass over to the parks and 
nature reserves.
The main source of revenue for the administration of the park outside the budget is ecology 
education activities, which covers everything from working with private and corporate clients, to 
consulting and organizing educational and other events. The park administration even cooper-
ates with private and corporate benefactors. Using private donations, the administration puts up 
benches, plants trees, and carries out other low-cost upkeep. 
However, the current system of key performance indicators of the park administration has neither 
way of factoring in the number of park visitors nor the motivation for attracting outside invest-
ments. The preservation of nature as the main function of the park administration. Its ecology 
education program does not always align with commercial interests.  And businesses will not 
invest in Moscow parks until the parks are able to make attractive, professional-grade offers for 
cooperation. 
One can assume, however, that the lack of off-budget funding is due to low demand for public 
spaces in Moscow. To understand this phenomenon, we need to analyze the market demand for 
public spaces.

Indirect Revenue. Neskuchny Gardens. A Case Study.
Global experience suggests that public parks and real estate exist in a symbiosis, capitalizing on 
each other. To understand and demonstrate how these mechanisms work in Moscow, I chose 
Neskuchny Gardens.
Neskuchny Gardens  is a part of Gorky Park that does not generate direct revenue. At the same 
time, it is located in one of the most elite neighborhoods of Moscow, with relatively homogenous 
residential density. The high-value Stalin-era buildings prevail in an area of within 500 m (550 
yards) within the boundaries of the park and make it very convenient for value analysis. To simplify 
calculations, I have chosen three rows of buildings—on Leninsky Prospekt, Frunzenskaya Em-
bankment, and Komsomolsky Prospekt—and analyzed the prices of apartments that were for sale 
in the Stalin-era buildings on these streets.
 
The price difference between the part of Neskuchny Gardens that borders Leninski Prospect and 
the embankment of the Moskva River on the opposite end is striking. Why does it cost more to 
look at the park than it does to live right next ti it? Below are a few of the factors that account for 
this.

 - Housing heterogeneity. 
 - Traffic. 
 - The Moskva River view. As economist Alexander Dolgin has demonstrated in his re-

search, the view may add over 25 percent to the cost of elite housing property *. 
 - Investment component. Frunzenskaya Embankment is an extension of the Golden Mile 

(the Ostozhenka-Prechistenka area)—the most expensive and least populated neighbor-
hood of Moscow, where real estate is equivalent to a long-term capital investment.

* “How much does the view from the window cost?”. The research report. 
 “ArtPragmatica” Research Foundation, 2004. http://www.artpragmatica.ru/projects/?uid=130
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Conclusions
This study has determined the following aspects of the economy of public green spaces in Mos-
cow:

 - The City Council of Moscow has a monopoly on managing and financing public spaces, 
in particular public greenery. The actual structure of management is confusing and spread 
among the various branches of executive power.
 - The Department of Nature and Recreation Services of Moscow is further subdivided 

into multiple departments of various types with varying functions. There exists no single 
organization that is responsible for the strategy and coordination of the main nature and 
recreation zones of the city.
 - Currently, public parks are unable to receive steady income and increase their portion 

of off-budget funding. Both legislative and functional obstacles are at play: conducting 
commercial activity and offering additional services to park visitors are often at odds with 
the parks’ primary function. The primary function of nature reserves, which account for 25 
percent of the total area of green spaces of Moscow, is environmental protection, rather 
than recreation.
 - The indirect economic effect of public parks in Moscow has not yet been fully realized. 

Accessibility, homogeneity, and the views offered by a neighborhood remain more im-
portant to the residents than the proximity of a park. At the same time, as the quality of 
residential property increases, so does the importance of public greenery. One can assume 
that in the coming years the demand for public greenery will become one of the main 
market trends.
 - Park visitors admit the high value of parks as a public good. Many of them have dem-

onstrated their readiness to support the parks with volunteer work or sponsorship. These 
initiative can be used, provided there are well-defined goals and transparent accountability. 
Such initiatives must be organized from bottom-up: active neighbors have gained more 
trust among communities than officials. As Russian society becomes more atomized, such 
practices may facilitate the formation of social capital that is in high demand at the level of 
local communities.

The above conclusions also seem relevant to other public spaces in Moscow, adjusted for a 
greater or lower level of commercialization, indirect economic effects, and intangible value.

As of today, Moscow parks are public spaces full of unrealized potential. The financial investment 
that the city officials have outlined in their programs will hardly send a wakeup call to this capital, 
without a complete overhaul of the existing monocentric system of management of public spaces. 
The system must be changed from the ground up by creating legislative and institutionalized 
conditions for increasing the efficiency of municipal management and developing public-private-
people partnership.

Each park or boulevard must be viewed as a place where the interests of society, business, and 
city officials intersect. Mechanisms for involving businesses and society in the process of creating 
public spaces should be established.

By proposing a Department of Parks of Moscow I did not intend to create yet another official 
organization that would become part of the existing system. My intention was to propose a single 
entity, an institution that would outline strategy and coordinate the disparate organizations that are 
currently in charge of various parks in Moscow. Only the main parks of the city would be under the 
jurisdiction of such a department—those parks that are culturally significant to the inhabitants and 
tourists and that are now managed by numerous smaller departments. One particular function 
of my proposed department would be working with local parks on the outskirts of Moscow and 
abandoned green spaces in the form of grants, collaborative initiatives from local communities, 
businesses, and municipalities, based on, among other things, principles of cooperative financing.
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Developing a flexible system or partnership between different stakeholders will improve the parks’ 
quality. People will go to the parks with a new form of responsibility—not as consumers, but as 
collective owners of the space. The shift of the trend from unconscious consumption to conscious 
demand for parks will create options for the capitalization of that space. Ultimately, this will indeed 
make Moscow a city that is comfortable to live in.
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2.2

DESIGN AS ENABLER OF PUBLIC SPACE

by Jezi Stankevic

Catalogue of elements to perceive Moscow public space design

This research is based on an existing hardware mapping approach for public space. The ap-
proach uses empiric observation to define public space hardware. It does so by deconstructing 
public space to its basic elements, and by using them as a tool to uncover both quality and latent 
significance of public spaces. 

Over the past two decades, Moscow’s public space shifted from political revolution to consumer-
ist manifestation, clearly reflecting the public's shifting expectations. Consumer needs prompted 
Moscow’s residents to reinterpret their existing surroundings. Moscow’s public spaces in different 
ways translated the ideas of access, safety, and elements that are integral parts of public spaces. 
Urban space is filled with designed areas, such as embankments, subway stations, squares, 
parks, and market places. But in some cases, its design killed the place’s purpose, or at least 
destroyed it. 

Over the past two decades, the development of the capital’s public space was marked by a fast 
growth of services. The intense development of services shows a strong redirection of public 
space user attention, away from ideological faith and towards consumerism. Moscow’s public 
space design is mainly characterized by a low level of green and by high levels excludability. Paral-
lel to that, a development of diversity of other public space elements is visible, especially those 
elements used for activity and safety. Furthermore, a noticeable move towards individual utilization 
of the space occurred. 
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Catalogue of elements 

This is a tool to uncover the portrait of public space through learning to understand its hardware 
structure. To express public space hardware in more specific ways, we need to focus on hardware 
objects and parts like paths, fences, benches, trees, etc. I call these ‘elements.’ My approach 
was to deconstruct each site to different elements. I encountered 74 during field trip observa-
tions. I transmuted the elements to icons, and divided them by assessment criteria, rewarding an 
individual color to each element criteria group. 

The public space hardware was assessed by eight criteria. After several rounds of observation, 
the eight criteria were defined based on the difficulties I encountered in public spaces. First of all, 
accessibility and access questions are highly relevant for some of the sites (for example, Manezh-
naya square and Gagarin square). Here, it is also important to study the divide between allowed 
and forbidden, or the so-called pedestrian traffic control. It is interesting to find the reasons and 
intentions behind the design of that traffic control.

The next important point is the saturation of services (paid), and activities (free of charge). These 
influence the use of the place differently in each case. They create specific conditions for interac-
tivity, while they also tell us about the attitude towards consumerism. The appropriation of public 
space hardware by consumerism is highly enthralling.

While Moscow’s public space is very diverse, almost all places share a common trait: there is an 
imageability question in its hardware design. This question is closely connected to another topic: 
the level of green in Moscow’s public space. Although being green is considered a plus, it does 
not necessarily make a space unique.

The safety question is always relevant in big cities like Moscow. The presence of police, CCTV, 
and guards suggests that public space needs to be watched. It was both interesting and impor-
tant to check what places require safety control, how it is connected with public space typology, 

The transmutation of elements to icons
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The catalogue of elements has reasonable potential to appear as a tool for both research and 
design. Application of the catalogue widens the possibility to use the same language for both 
research and design when developing or reconstructing public spaces. The catalog’s research ap-
proach is to execute, study and collect in order to uncover the latent significance of public spaces, 
and the design approach is to shape, strengthen or modify that significance.

The design approach mainly focuses on creating design patterns based on existing design. If 
assessment shows characteristics of existing public spaces, we get to know what makes places 
comfortable to use and what makes it successful, or the other way around. 
Research, assessment and design are inevitably complex. The elements catalogue is an open 
source tool, making research criteria and element typology open to constant updates. This allows 
the assessment process to be shaped according to local characteristics. 





2.3

PEACE AND WAR IN PUBLIC SPACE.
Insurgent Activism.

by Anna Butenko

Can we learn more about Moscow society by observing public space and vice versa?

Relevance Urban public space is a place which defines the quality of the city life, this is what the 
city is associated with, and is the place which is used by all the citizens. The fact that in public 
space different social groups meet and coexist makes this space a mirror of the social condition, 
it reveals social conflicts and becomes a battlefield of different social interests. The condition of 
the society can be understood through observation of activities which take place in city’s public 
spaces. Conversely, the study of social problems and conflicts, helps to define the role of public 
space in city’s life. 

In today’s Moscow life there are several groups of insurgent activists present. Although they deal 
with different problems and approach them by different means, for all of them Moscow public 
space is a platform for collaboration and search for new followers, a tribune for spreading their 
ideas, stating their goals and calling for action. The research of insurgent activities present in Mos-
cow public space makes us wonder about the contemporary needs of the Moscow society and 
the role of public space in city’s life.

Conclusion  Pacification movements help build urban social capital, therefore it should be 
recognized by city authorities that activism in turn improves the investment potential of the city. 
The more nonviolent peaceful movements, actions and events will appear in Moscow, the more 
people will get involved in public life of the city, the more common goals will be achieved and more 
problems of the society will be solved.

Methodology  Research framework was established through extensive consultations with experts 
in sociology, migration and demographics of Moscow. We derived key factors affecting Moscow 
society and links between them to guide the research on existing political, economical and protest 
moods of the society. As a result of that analysis we developed an outlook for most crucial activist 
tendencies in Moscow.

Insurgency — is a rebellion against a consti-
tuted authority when those taking part in the 
rebellion are not recognized as belligerents.
(according to En-En Oxford dictionary)
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Conclusion
Attitudes and actions related to migrational process in Moscow is a big bundle of contradictions, un-
related data and fears. The research of Fund Public Opinion showed the the highest level of tolerance 
towards muslims can be observed in Uzhnyi and Privolzhje regions of Russia where there is a biggest 
amount of muslim population living together with orthodox. This fact shows that the way for solving the 
cross-cultural conflict lays in the process of integration and tolerance from both sides. That leads to 
a conclusion, that there is a need in actions in Moscow public space with the aim to increase cross-
cultural and inter-ethnic tolerance and in actions to help migrants to integrate into Moscow society.

It also can be said that the most violent and ineffective initiatives in Moscow are those one dealing with 
politics - state power in general and migration policy. The ineffectiveness of these initiatives is for sure 
based above all on unwillingness of power to deal with problems they are informed by these initia-
tives. It can’t be any in-violent problem and conflict solving until both sides are ready to react to other’s 
arguments and to be engaged into a constructive dialog. For now state appear to be the most violent 
participant of the society, and that behavior turns Moscow public space into a war space, and if the 
tendency will not change it will remain like that and the violence will increase. 

Studying the initiatives whose activity is not that closely connected to state reaction and behavior 
shows that when people are dealing and collaborating without the state involvement and influence they 
succeed in achieving unity, compromises and desired results.

According to society’s present condition, despite the need of the state’s reaction to society’s claims 
and will, there is a need in open sources for Moscow activism and in informational support for people 
willing to act in order to change something: in a platform for collaboration for common actions with 
reference to particular public spaces of the city (non only around ideas); in platform to collect public 
opinion about the necessary changes in the city, which would help to shift the city’s management from 
completely top-down model to a more bottom up one; in platform uniting different separate initiatives in 
order to exchange experience and help each other and the platform for creating and supporting non-
violent movements.
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found in microrayons to reflect the real amount of green territories that are really used and usable 
because the official statistics of public greenery often shows quite optimistic ratio however in fact 
a lot of neglected area is always taken into account. This project involved local residents as main 
participants of the process so that the results were very precise.

The first option was tried in St. Petersburg in 2010, when ecological non-profit organization 
‘ECOM’ worked out a project for the development of green areas for public use. The green areas 
were formed as separate land lots all over the city. These land lots were given separate cadas-
tral numbers and were separated from large amounts of other green strips in the microrayons. 
These other green strips are often of low quality and limited usability. However they are included 
in the official greenery registers, often falsely marked as being of good quality. The ECOM project 
proposed to base the housing blocks’ green areas on real data provided by local residents, and to 
discover the actual quality levels of the green areas. This way, the real amount of used and usable 
green areas would become clear. Local residents were the main participants of the process, which 
led to specified results.

The second option was chosen by Perm’s city administration. They organized an open com-
petition for their large-scale urban reconstruction plan. The winning strategy came from KCAP 
architects and planners, and included rules for housing block development as well as rules for 
public space planning. This approach was used for municipal surveying projects developed for 
the housing blocks on the Kirovsky and Sverdlovsky districts (source: website of Perm administra-
tion http://www.gorodperm.ru/). The developed rules proposed big changes for microrayons, and 
were part of a large-scale redevelopment strategy.

After analyzing the surveying projects for microrayon development, it turned out that the better 
projects are those projects that change the old structure completely. The public-private capital-
ist spatial structure is very difficult to tailor to the specific structure of the microrayon. But still, the 
construction of microrayons continued even after it became evident that they were not suitable 
for the new conditions. The share of microrayons as part of the total amount of residential areas 
developed after 1995 stood at 18.9% in 2008. In comparison, their share in the post-war and 
Khrushev-type housing (1946-1970) is 34.2% (Innovative Mechanisms of Housing Operation Man-
agement, Rybalchenko Michail). Moscow should move on to new types of construction. At the 
same time, new community-based regulations should be adopted for the microrayons to improve 
the quality of its public spaces. Simultaneously, the land rights of citizens should be extended.
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In Soviet times, the vast majority of urban land lots covered by commercial, industrial, institutional 
uses, parks and other green zones, recreational areas, and all residential territories with large 
housing estates were publicly owned, just like streets, squares and land used for different public 
utilities. This brought the share of public land in the socialist city up to roughly 75% of the total 
urban area. In the capitalist West, the divide between public and private land is the opposite; the 
total amount of public space makes up about 25-30% of the total city area (Kiril Stanilov, De-
mocracy, Markets and Public Space in the Transitional Societies of Central and Eastern Europe, 
University of Cincinnati). Moscow anno 2011, with its 50% of public ownership, is right in the mid-
dle of these two paradigms. If the city continues its capitalist development, the percentage will get 
close to the ‘western’ 25% mark in the near future.

The main challenge for boundary delimitation in general is to determine the amount and the quality 
of those areas of the public space that is to be transferred. This is problematic in all three vectors 
of the development process: preservation, restructuring of Soviet public spaces, and future plan-
ning. Or, using my research terminology, in all three processes of boundary delimitation: retro-
active, re-active, and pro-active.

Setting retro-active boundaries in Moscow’s city center can and should be influenced by public 
organizations. The network of activists and protest groups is reaching a maturity that allows them 
to partake in the development of the public realm. The right strategy is to develop a model of ef-
fective collaboration between them and the government, and to extend this network to other parts 
of Moscow to form a strong organization of communities.

In setting re-active boundaries for the lands developed during Soviet times, it is important to rede-
fine the notion of collective space. It is obvious that the socialist spatial model should be revised 
to correspond to current conditions. In order to up the quality of public space in microrayons, part 
of the public space should become private. This would create a feeling of responsibility among 
citizens that is now absent. To prevent this space from being appropriated, additional community-
based regulation is required. In other words, rights and responsibilities of citizens over land should 
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grow. The capital’s current surveying practice has certain flaws and is not suitable for long term 
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developers. Legislative ambiguities should be tackled, such as the one between the Land Code 
and the Town Planning Code, and planning regulations and incentives, such as various types of 
servitudes and bonuses, should be developed. The experiences of large cities abroad could come 
in handy in this regard.

Glossary
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MOSCOW LANDSCAPE PLANNING STRATEGY 

"To Grow Green Wedges Back"
Nowadays, in spite of rapid development of internet and modern technologies recreational areas within 
the city remain necessary and ever popular public spaces. According to poll results the amount of 
greenery is one of the key factor forming  people's perception of  city public area. Also, landscape sys-
tem is crucial for city functioning as it defines ecological and sanitary norms of the city environment.  It is 
especially true for the current period of ecological problems. 

Currently there are two main problems in the key parts of Moscow landscape strategy, which are the 
following:

 - inaccessibility of Moscow embankments - mainly at the central and South-Eastern part of the 
city, as well as the lack of walking areas along the riverbanks at the central part of the city  - over 
35% of Moscow embankments out of 180km of Moscow embankment total length are currently 
being blocked by industrial areas. Additionally, the rapid increase in traffic intensity of recent 
years made substantial shift in the city spaces perception. Consequently, walking routes along 
the roads that constitute 92% of the embankment length within the Garden Ring could not be 
perceived as city recreational area and thus is ineffectively used.

 - lack of green areas at the central part of  the city.  Moscow is considered to be one of the most 
green cities among the World metropolises due to the index of green areas per person which is  
calculated with a sum of all Moscow green areas including large parklands at the city borders. 
However, the amount of greenery per person in the central part of Moscow is 4.8m2, whereas 
8m2 is considered as minimum by the World Health Organization.

 At the state of transitions Moscow is currently undergoing  80% of industrial territories  are being 
removed from the city center. It would  potentially open up 35% of the city embankments and bring the 
opportunity of new parks creation. Therefore, there is a high demand in introducing a coordinated multi-
disciplinary Moscow Landscape Strategy, before the former industrial territories are being built up.  

Lack of linear parks in the center of the city and inaccessibility of central Moscow embankments  are ac-
knowledged to be problematic issues both by professional architectural community as well as by general 
public.  During the recent years several concepts were made at a subject of Moscow river embankment 
territories transformation as well as it is formulated as a key point in the 2010 masterplan strategy. Nu-
merous projects of the kind were recently realized in Europe proving the question to be crucial for many 
other cities. 

Research aims to explore what  Moscow Green Wedges 2011 Strategy should comprise of in the cur-
rent period of market economy  in terms of architectural and urban planning vision, transport regulations, 
management, as well as  land use and land survey mechanisms.

Work contents:
 - Moscow Landscape Planning Strategies of the XX-th century studied through Moscow 

masterplans
 - Current state of Moscow parks and embankments system, existing visionary concepts and 

2010 masterplan Landscape Strategy
 - Moscow Landscape Planning Strategy 2011

by Maria Gulieva
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64MOSCOW LANDSCAPE PLANNING STRATEGY

Historical analysis

80% of  Moscow territories were formed during the XX-th century.  Over 60% of the pre-
sent Moscow territory are being built up with microrayons as the result of 160% imple-
mentation of 1960-s mass housing strategy.

History of Moscow from 1920-s to the Present could be divided into four historical periods: 
period of Russian Avant-garde (1920-1935), Stalinistic period of representation (1935-1954), 
Post- Stalinistic period of  " struggle with architectural excesses" (1954-1989) and the current 
Post-Perestroika period of transition to market economy (1989 - Present).  Each of these periods 
was characterized by different political ideology which affected architectural visions of the city and 
defined Moscow architectural portrait of nowadays. 

The October Revolution consequence of destroying property right resulted in a specific central-
ized governmental planning mechanism characteristic  to entire Soviet Period.  Planning process 
became less of a regulative whereas more of a visionary discipline.
 During the Russian avant-garde period which followed the October Revolution key political idea 
of the time could have been formulated as collective good. The first Soviet masterplan was "New 
Moscow" plan made in 1923 by A. Shusev.  At the base of it was the idea of future development 
of Moscow as a garden city. This masterplan was followed by the "Greater Moscow" masterplan 
made by Shestakov, where the future Moscow was envisioned as an urban agglomeration oc-
cupying the territory which exceeds the present size of Moscow. 

However, the masterplans of the 1920-s were not implemented into reality as the garden city 
concept they were referring to was considered unable to answer  the demands of the time.  
Therefore, international contest for Moscow masterplan was held at the end of the 1920-s.  Based 
on the contest results a group of Soviet architects started developing Moscow planning strate-
gies.  These strategies partly became implemented at the beginning of the 1930-s. In 1935 the 
masterplan by Semenov and Chernishov was accepted. At the base of it was put the idea of a 
centralized ideal Sun city, which should form a new representative image of Moscow as a capital 
of the New Soviet Country. The spatious organization of the city was defined by hierarchy from the 
center to periphery.  

After the death of Stalin in 1953 and the decree of "architectural excesses struggle" of 1954 
started  the period of industrialization in the Soviet architecture started. It was characterized by  
relative openness towards  Western culture and the idea of ecological city as the central princi-
ple for planning. The vision  of ecological city was put at the base of 1971 masterplan made by 
M. Posokhin. According to this masterplan Moscow was divided  into several zones organised 
around zone public centres and connected with each other by green areas.   
Whereas the 1989 masterplan was in many ways based on the ideas of the preceding period, the 
masterplan of 1995-2005, which was called the "masterplan of opportunities" formulated the prin-
ciple of getting maximum profits out of the city territory, which resulted in unpredictability of Mos-
cow architectural layout. The masterplan which was accepted in 2010  is called the "masterplan of 
necessities" . It aims to resolve the problems initiated by the preceding period of radical shifts.
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1923 masterplan by Shusev and Zholtovskii
"New Moscow" 1935 masterplan by Semenov and Cherniishov:

1923 masterplan by Posokhin 2010 masterplan "of nessssities" by Kuzmin
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Moscow Greenery Planning Strategy key idea remained consistent throughout the XX-th century:  
to create Green Belt around Moscow connected to the center of the city by Green Wedges in a 
way that landscape areas form a permeable structure through the city fabrics.  

" to encircle (Moscow) by a 2 verst width circle of greenery, meanwhile, using the 
existing voids, cemetries, private and public gardens and boulevards - to cut in the di-
rection of the city center several green wedges in order to "enhealth" the city center". 
(Shusev A, "New Moscow", 1923)

 " To create forest park protective green circle at the radius of 10 km, which should be 
comprised of  evenly situated forest massives...To connect these green massives with 
the city center ...”
(SNK and CC VKP(b) resolution of 10 July 1935)  

 " ...the unity is achieved by elaboration of already formed star-like city plan construc-
tion  and of development of the system of green wedges  penetrating deeply into 
urban fabrics...”
(Posokhin  M, ”Construction and Architecture” 1971, #3)

" ...recreation of connectivity of “green wedges” of the city at the basis of reabilitation 
of small rivers system and developing of built-up territories green area”
(masterplan 2010 territories planning,  3.2.9)

Moscow  Rivers Embankment current state was shaped in different historical periods
Industrial areas situated along the riverbanks mainly in the South - Eastern part of the city were 
formed during the period from the foundation of the city to the beginning of the XX-th century, 
when the river surface was considered  one of the main transport routes.

 "The embankments are served by railroads and are built up with regular rows of 
warehouses with automatic  cranes"
(Shusev A, "New Moscow",  "Red Niva",  Moscow 1923)

Central granite embankments of Moskva and partly Jauza rivers were designed with traffic roads 
going along the riverfront - it was the implementation of the idea formulated in 1935 masterplan. 
However at the beginning it was still possible to use embankments as walking areas as the traffic 
along the roads was not highly intensive. Nowadays, however, due to the rapid increase  of recent 
years in the traffic intensity, Moscow central embankments could not be considered city recrea-
tional areas.

" To transform Moskva river embankments into the main traffic routes of the city alto-
gether with lining of the riversides with granite and creation of wide transport routes 
with transit traffic all along them"
(SNK and CC VKP(b) resolution of 10 July 1935)  

During the Post-Stalinistic period of shift towards modernism, the focus in Moscow planning strat-
egy was put mainly on construction of new housing areas. The embankments in the newly built 
neighbourhoods were designed as recreational areas which, due to the periphery sites location 
were used mainly by local residents.

 "...into the zone center should  be included a wide boulevard along the Moskva river 
at the area of Pechatniki and the neighbouring public buildings"
(Posokhin  M, ”Construction and Architecture” 1971, #3)

In the Post-Perestroika newly built areas the vision of the preceding period of riverbank as a park 
area was followed.

MOSCOW LANDSCAPE PLANNING STRATEGY
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Moscow Landscape Planning Strategy 2011

Overall vision:  To create green walking areas along Moscow rivers ( following the traditional 
Moscow Landscape Planning Key Idea of the XX-th century which is being present in the 2010 
masterplan)

Program aim:  rather than focus on territorial zoning - to create a multildisciplinary program 
which would become a mechanism for generating working solutions  in such co-related fields,  as 
economy, urban design, land survey, sociology etc  and to  foster communication between  all the 
involved  parties 

Program directions:
1. Project Management:

- to identify all organizations responsible for planning transport, infrastructure and greenery 
at Moscow rivers and riverbanks and to propose a coordinated strategy (reference: urban 
planning management models of Copenhagen and London)

"The whole economics of urban life is no longer an isolated piece of Real estate but a 
whole sequences of resources which move through sites: energy, water, communica-
tion, people, knowledge etc bindled into a larger aquisition" (David Barry, "Creative 
Cities" program)

"...do small projects, but try to find big infrastructure in which you could connect 
those projects to do a bigger thing" (David Barry, "Creative Cities" program)

"In traditional planning you always have traffic planners dealing with traffic, you had 
someone taking care of the green and the parks and someone doing the buildings.... 
in Copenhagen we now sit down once a month ... so we have people from traffic , 
we have people from parks, we have people from squares... and we discuss the new 
projects that are going to be implemented in Copenghagen so that everybody know 
what is the vision behind the project" (Kristian Villadsen , Gehl Architects)

2. Urban Design (Visionary Concept +Territory planning /Transport):
- to classify Moscow embankments of different types and to form a visionary concept of 
riverbanks development including the greenery strategy for the surrounding areas 
- to identify key sites, that should be transformed first
- to focus on possible  transport schemes

3. Land Use and Land Survey:
-to implement a legislative mechanism of motivation for land owners encouraging creation 
of parks and walking areas
 (reference: Chicago Riverwalk model) 
-to implement mechanisms of  encouraging investments into large scale city public space 
programs (reference: Paris  city embankments strategy)

 

Urban design. Visionary Concept +Territory planning/transport schemes: 
1. Transport schemes:

- to create floating walking areas at the expense of the river width (reference:"Moskva River 
in Moscow" contest)
- to introduce congestion charge: (reference: Paris, Copenghagen)
- to put existing transport routes underground (reference: Madrid)                                            
- to improve public transport of the area

2. Territory planning:
-to introduce new functions to the adjacent territories by means of planning and survey 
projects 

MOSCOW LANDSCAPE PLANNING STRATEGY
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There are different interpretations of the term 
“Public art”. Some cultural critics say that 
not every piece of art displayed publicly can 
actually be treated as a form of public art. 
According to its original definition, PA is not 
random monuments that were installed in pub-
lic spaces with regard to history or historical 
personalities. It is also not merely a statue or 
sculpture in a park. PA is a dialog. It is also an 
indicator of a city’s creativity. Art aims at com-
munication between the city and its residents. 
It should be a provocation that inspires dialog 
between a person and art, calling forth ideas 
and reactions. Therefore, an individual’s reac-
tion could be called a contemporary art piece. 
During my research, I understood that it is 
impossible to define art in Moscow’s pub-
lic space as “Public art”, because this term 
usually means something more than a banal 
sculpture. There were no art movements, as 
there were in European countries in the late 
60s, when artists went outside the museums 
to public spaces, to address city residents. 
This movement was a conscious step toward 
the appearance of new forms of activities in 
the city. People started to pass their free time 

qualitatively – contemplating the art, talking 
about it and debating it. Art enabled people to 
explore the city in a different manner.
Does this mean that public art should always 
be discussed and always create social activity 
and social debate? I’m sure that it does. Public 
art could have every form of appearance, any 
object or activity, both tangible and intangible 
embodiment, the main thing is – once it comes 
to the public space and people notice it, this 
form of public life immediately captures atten-
tion and becomes a topic for discussion. That 
is what happened with gigantic Peter the Great 
monument, the Sholokhov monument on the 
Boulevard Ring and many other art pieces in 
Moscow. These monuments have provoked 
many debates and conflicts – such as should 
they be installed to begin with - that they im-
mediately created a discussion field, a “radar” 
for social attention, becoming hot topics. 
From this point in my research I will refer to 
every “art” piece or activity that was displayed 
or had occurred in a public space, be it a 
monument, a park sculpture or any forms of 
social art activity, as “Public art”.  

Image caption

Image caption: From left to right.

Alexander Calder "La Grande Vitesse", Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, 1951

Pablo Picasso, Untitled, Chicago, 1967

Valie Export " Aus der Mappe der Hundig-
keit", Vienna,1968 

Altman, design for decoration of Palace 
Square for the 1st anniversary of the Revolu-
tion, Dvortsovaya Ploshchad, Saint-Peters-
burg, 1918

Alexander Brener, performance with Oleg 
Kulik "Wild dog", 1994

Monuments of Soviet Leaders, hall in Krasno-
presnenskaya metro, 1935

"Peter The Great Sculpture created the con-
flict around itself and produce a public space 
in a form of public discussion." Boris Grois

From this point in my research I will refer to every “art” piece or activity 
that was displayed or had occurred in a public space, be it a monument, 
a park sculpture or any forms of social art activity, as “Public art”.
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Image caption: 
Richard Serra, Titled Arc, 1981`

Public art Career

The oldest forms of art appeared in ancient 
times. Public art transformed through history, rep-
resenting different forms of religion and authority. 
Then there was a transition process when art 
became independent from these aspects. This 
happened in Europe and the USA. In Europe in 
the 1960s, there was an art movement, when 
artists came from the museum halls to the city 
spaces – they started to exhibit art on the streets. 
This movement was initiated by such artists as 
Richard Serra, Henry Moore, Jean Tinguely, Niki 
Saint de Phalle etc. The sculptures were incorpo-
rated into the environment and, therefore, created 
a cultural identity for the place. 
This need for creative identification for a place 
and for a city itself appeared in the USA with 
such programs as the Art-in-Public-Places 
Program, commissioned by  the National 
Endowment for the Arts. The first sculpture that 
appeared in Chicago that was not dedicated 
to historical personalities was a Picasso cubist 
sculpture. Once it appeared, there were a lot of 
proposals to replace it with a traditional  statue. 
Another example was Alexander Calder’s “La 
Grande Vitesse” that immediately became an 
identity sign for the city of Grand Rapids. The 
logo of this sculpture was even printed on rub-
bish bins. The earlier period of public art is very 

significant because of the artists, who tried to 
implement their projects by taking into account 
the site-specifics and scale.
Performances initiated by artists in public spaces 
began taking place even earlier, starting with 
“dada” performances in Zurich during the First 
World War and continuing with Joseph Beuys  
and Valie Export performances after the Second 
World War. 
A bit later, in 1974 Russia, the well-known 
Buldozer exhibition took place. The intention of 
artists that organized this exhibition was to have 
an opportunity to exhibit their art and show it to 
the public. It ended unsuccessfully, but years 
later, the artists got the chance to exhibit their art 
at the Izmailovskiy pavilion. From the 1976, the 
group CD, a.k.a. “collective actions,” appeared. 
That was the start of Moscow conceptualist 
art. CD held performances outside of the city in 
suburban areas. 
The first of their attempts at independent exhibi-
tion and performances in public space in Mos-
cow are very significant, because they emphasize 
the beginning  of changes in  society, in this case 
– the beginning of the end of the authoritarian 
political regime and appearance of democracy.
The official art in Moscow of that time focused on 
the installation the propagandistic art pieces.
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Public art administration.

After the Soviet collapse and cancellation of the 
previous laws about public art, art pieces began 
to spring up everywhere in the city. Moscow was 
overcrowded with art of any kind. “Monument 
fever” began. Commercial organizations, private 
companies, political parties – everyone started 
to install something in public space. Monuments 
appeared unexpectedly. Here someone put in 
a monument dedicated to cheese, there - to a 
dog. The number of monuments that were put 
in during this period is in the thousands. Public 
protest against this chaotic process of installa-
tion reached its culmination in 1997 when the 
gigantic sculpture of Peter The Great appeared 
in the city. 
Therefore, in 1997 a new law was passed, es-
tablishing the rules for the process of applying to 
install a monument and a public body to oversee 
the process. The public body controlled the ap-
plications and chose what kind of monuments 
should be installed in a particular space . In 1998 
the monuments committee started to work as 
a control body for art installation in the city.  The 
first members’ board consisted of honored art-

ists and cultural critics such as Prigov, etc. 
The law is limited to the installation of public art - 
only monuments dedicated to the historical per-
sonalities or events can be put in public space.
Therefore, the process of chaotic installation 
still flourished. Many sculptures were installed 
despite the law and the committee, and many of 
the committee’s recommendations were ignored. 
Mayor Luzhkov had a specific taste for public 
art, he befriended sculptor Zurab Tsereteli, who 
started to install his art all over the city with the 
Mayor’s blessing despite the law. The numbers 
of monuments installed differ from one expert to 
another, and no one can say the exact number.
The committee still worked on the selection pro-
cess – deciding which monument should be put 
in the space, and which should not. They had 
approximately 12-15 applications for installation 
each month. 50% were usually accepted. The 
chaotic process of memorial installation has ta-
pered off somewhat today, when compared with 
the period when the committee was first formed, 
but the mechanics and system are still the same.

~ 1 meeting per month

~ 10 application on the installation of memorials 

~ 50% of application on the installation approved

~  60 memorials installation per year

Mechanics of application process and deci-
sion making system on public art.

156 monuments preserved although not all of 
them are in charge of Moscow committee on 
Cultural Heritage

1991-1996 - No law or control body for 
public art in Moscow.

13.10.1998  - Moscow City Law "About the 
procedure of installation the art pieces of the 
City Significance".

54 monuments are in charge of Moscow 
Committee on Cultural Heritage

46 monuments are in charge of State 
guarding

Total amount of monuments in public space 
in the world - 86

Total amount of monuments in public space 
in Moscow - 31

Productivity in public space in Moscow
- 2 monuments per year

List of the proposals about the
 installation of the memorials in 

the city

Stage 1: Application stage

Who can send the application?
Anyone

National budget

Private investments
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Stage 3: Final agreement

Final agreement with Moscow City Council,
Cultural committee, Moscomarchitecture,
Mayor

Stage 2: Meeting

Formation:

Memorial committee meeting
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IMAGE

Tsoy wall, Stary Arbat, Moscow

Illegal and informal movements:

1974, Buldozer exhibition

late 1980s - graffiti movement

1976-2010, "Collective actions" group.
123 performances

1990 - "Tcoi wall"

1994-1995, Oleg Kulik. 8 perfomances

1994-1995, A.D. Brener. 7 performances

2004, Art-group "Bombily"

2007-2010, Art-group "Voina"

The new form of street art, graffiti, appeared 
in the late 1980s.  I consider that the most inter-
esting example of it as a social phenomenon to 
be Tcoi’s Wall on Stary Arbat in Moscow. On the 
day when musician Victor Tsoi died, someone 
wrote an inscription on the wall – “Tcoi has died 
today”, and hours later, another inscription that 
said - “Tcoi is alive” appeared. This wall sud-
denly captured the attention of young people. It 
became a ritual and sacred place for Tsoi’s fans 
and after unsuccessful police attempts to dis-
band those people, the wall suddenly became 
a place of interest for locals and tourists. That is 
a nice example of bottom-up social activity that 
gained the right to exist in the city.
Another phenomenon that also can’t be ignored 
is the non-conformists art-groups and their 
performances in 1990s.
Art-group Voina appeared in 2007 with a series 
of different, aggressive flash mobs that were 
aimed against the police and authoritarian 

regime. Every performance of the group was 
aimed at starting a fight with the police   - there-
fore, each time members ended up jailed. In 
2010 the group won a prize in the Innovation 
Competition, the jury for this competition con-
sisted of the most relevant artists and cultural 
critics. Moreover, well-known art-terrorist Bank-
sy donated thousands of dollars to help the 
art-group to get out jail. This means that society 
is interested in these aggressive art attacks 
and encourages them with the prizes. People 
need the nonconformist activity. That is another 
indicator of the fact that society is still living and 
has opinions on  subjects that are different from 
the authoritarian view.
The art-groups of the last years have something 
in common - they play with prohibited topics in 
public spaces, engaging sex, violence, violence 
against the police, nationalism, etc. They have a 
strong antisocial message that is aimed against 
the political regime and police.
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CROWDSOURCED MOSCOW 2012 
A Public Space Game

by Andrey Goncharov

What if real public space could be managed by citizen online?

The game design is based on analysis of problems of public space, found throughout the re-
search. Existing examples of participatory urban planning games from around the world have been 
collected and examined. Case studies from colleagues' researches of public space were used to 
create scenarios for the game. It was also important to make the game attractive for all potential 
players and to encourage participation through rewarding experience.

The lack of consideration of people's opinion led to a situation, where people don’t feel connected 
to the space they inhabit. The game shows a solution to this situation by giving every citizen a 
right to manage the public space they use. The game shows a case of direct management of the 
city by its inhabitants and the potential of online communication as a platform for decision-making 
and planning, free from limitations of physical space. 

Moscow has long suffered from the prevalence of top-down planning. In the absence of other 
democratic procedures, using internet and social networks might be the only chance for restarting 
collaboration in urban planning in Moscow.
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Why a game?

During the research of public space in Moscow we have outlined the most prominent problems in 
the city space. Here are some quotes from the colleagues’ reports:

Many of these problems deal with ineffectiveness and a lack of communication between differ-
ent “stakeholders” of public space in the city. Government is not interested in knowing people's 
opinion and makes the public hearings very formal. Developers are driven by market economy 
and don't act in the interest of citizen. Citizens don't have time to study urban planning and they 
are often not very active about discussing city problems. Because of this ineffectiveness, many 
possibilities for development of public space stay latent — no new parks are being built, public 
art is still a a rarity, permeability of the city space leaves much to be desired. On the other hand, 
discussions on the internet are free from limitations inherent to those in physical space — they are 
less controlled and people are more willing to express themselves among others. The rise of social 
networks nowadays looks like a promising possibility to connect people. 

So what if real public space could be managed by citizen online? 

Imagine a city without an urban planner, 
without a master plan, growing from the 
bottom up. A city, where people has be-
come authors and stakeholders of the 
space they inhabit.
It is a new management model for Moscow’s public space, where decisions are made in a trans-
parent and obvious way through internet. Instead of a vertical model where decisions are brought 
from top to down, we propose a horizontal model where decisions are suggested, confirmed and 
vetoed by citizens. In this model the role of an urban planner is played by everyone. Every inhabit-
ant of the city has the right to make a proposal. The game itself becomes a virtual battlefield for 
“stakeholders” of the public space, seeking for consensus.

— The responsibility 
for public space is 
unclear and spread

— Public space in 
Moscow is a bat-
tlefield of different 
social groups

— Borders between 
private and public 
space in post-social-
ist city are unclear 
and indefinite

Game description

The game focuses on the process of changing public space in the city. Players compete through 
proposing various projects and negotiating over the contents of the public space. Success is 
determined by the degree of agreement players manage to achieve. The trick is in balancing the 
interests of the individuals and being attentive to the needs of people in the neighbourhood. These 
needs can also be guessed by using open data, which provides statistical information about the 
effectiveness of city's public space.
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Game rules

Basics Players log into the game with their account from social networks, instantly knowing, who 
is playing the game among their friends. Each player is registered at a certain place in the city, 
which becomes his main playing field. He can participate in any place of the city, but the cost for 
him to play remotely would be higher than for the local residents. Upon visiting the game, player 
meets all sorts of current information and stats: the leaderboards, how many players are playing 
now, who is online among their friends, where are they playing, what are the “hot spots” at the 
moment.

Tools Players have a dashboard with gaming tools they can use to play. Main group of tools is 
called “Projects” and it is a collection of proposals, which can be put on the map and proposed 
to the city. Each project has a foreseeable impact: it is possible to predict, how the characteristics 
of the neighborhood will change when the project will be in place. Other category of tools is about 
measuring the various parameters of the city, “reading the city”. The game engine might suggest a 
better place for a project, based on a given criteria: population density, quantity of similar projects 
around. Polls can be made to make a choice between competing projects.

Points system Players in the game are rewarded for playing and for collaborating with others.
Players receive a hundred points every day. These points can be spent on supporting projects, 
delegated to someone, or simply ignored — in this case they are lost. People can also have multi-
ple votes — see Mechanism of delegation.

Locality Players get notifications about new projects, which they can filter according to their pref-
erences. Projects have different levels of influence on the city. For example, a statue on the central 
square would be important to all inhabitants of the city as it has a symbolic meaning. On the other 
hand, a small park on the periphery has a limited area of influence. 

Types of players There are different types of players in the game, defined by their behavior.  
Developers are characterized by prevalence of capital (i.e. points). Unlike in reality, their main role 
in the game becomes to predict and to support requests from the citizen, proposing popular 
projects. “Government” players are characterized by a large quantity of votes delegated by other 
players, which allows them to be representatives of others’ opinions. Artists and architects use 
their creativity to promote projects. Urban planners become consultants and agents of citizen.

Mechanism of delegation Players can give their votes to other players, delegating the decisions 
to someone they trust. Delegations can be limited to a specific topic (e.g. only ecology-related 
matters) or to a specific area in the city. Delegation also takes a portion of points every day, and 
with a lot of delegates managing the expenses on delegation could become an important issue.

Projects’ price When projects get proposed to the public, they become open for voting. The 
price of projects is proportional to the size of the project and the quantity of inhabitants around. 
For example, a project might need to gain 88 votes in the before the end of the day to become 
accepted. But how can anyone win, if each player on his own has so little power? By joining 
forces and gaining support from other people. In the game, the more people trust each other, the 
more influence they have. Smaller and temporary projects cost less, making it easier to change 
the city with small and nondestructive measures.

Goals Everyone's goal is to propose as many successful projects as possible and to win points. 
Throughout the game, everyone develops different skills to achieve that. Some players try to be 
representative of big social groups and to gain social weight ("Government"). "Developers" are ac-
cumulating savings to be able to propose large-scale projects. 
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What would it be like, possible scenarios

Public by design Changing public space with small measures 
This scenario is involved when large-scale redevelopment is too costly or unpopular and there-
fore is out of question. Here players have to use small measures to achieve the improvement 
they want. These small-scale actions are also attractive, because players are not so limited in the 
amount of design changes they can make daily, unlike the case of big projects. In this particular 
scenario, Manezhnaya square is in constant change on micro-scale and we observe, how these 
design tweaks change excludability, permeability and other parameters of the place. During the 
game, the player notices, that there is an expert in the government, who always makes decisions 
he agrees with. He decides to delegate his vote to that expert and gives him a portion of his daily 
points. But soon something goes wrong. The delegate begins to use the credit citizen gave him 
in his own interest and starts building commercial venues. This makes citizen angry and they take 
their votes back. In the end, the square is redeveloped by citizen into an open park.

The process of negotiations is simplified and sped up in the game. By attracting the government, 
we actually encourage participatory attitude in all players. The relationship between different 
"stakeholders" of public space is made explicit, thus giving a chance to go further. The game also 
shows the effectiveness of small measures to solve urban problems. 
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Courtyard revival Survey projects 2.0 
The action takes place in a typical courtyard among panel houses in the outskirts of Moscow. By 
trying various configurations, people look for optimal surveying strategy, they are competing for 
the space between the houses by trying various projects. The more effectively they use the space, 
the more space they win. Effectiveness in this case is measured by the level of consent among 
players. Half of the courtyard is flooded with cars and there is no space for children playground. 
Car-owners propose to build a multi-level parking, but there is clearly no money for that. This 
buzz is being noticed by developers, who begin to sense an unrealized potential. They collaborate 
with urban planners and propose to build an additional first level around the courtyard, that could 
be rent by various facilities and  bring money to build the compact parking. And also protect the 
courtyard from the street noise. The proposal is accepted and citizen begin to discuss, which facil-
ities they actually need in their block. A citywide contest is open and a poll combined with revenue 
calculator brings the final list of facilities — a cafe, a laundry, a dancing club and a bookmaker's 
office. The latter wasn't actually requested by anyone, but they were so profitable that it was hard 
to resist. The new data shows that, as a result of this whole project, the walkability of this area has 
grown by 20% and crime level has decreased by 30%. 

The game fosters constant collaboration and finding a solution through attracting money, knowl-
edge or creativity. The availability of information about the quality of public space supports edu-
cated decisions.
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Mosque versus boulevard Places as battlefields for social groups 
This scenario depicts a clash of interests on a level of large social groups, rather than individuals. 
It uses a real case of conflict in the Moscow area of Tekstilschiki, where an abandoned green zone 
is threatened to become a muslim cultural center with a mosque. To show their protest, the locals 
have put the trees themselves in that place. At this moment the destiny of this place is unclear, but 
we can try to imagine, how this situation could develop further in the game. For example, mus-
lims could also try to claim the rights for the place by simply occupying it with crowds, the way it 
happens on Kurban Bajram day. The locals then would have to respond with design measures, by 
making this place unsuitable for gatherings. On a bigger scale, scenarios like this could result in 
ghettoization of the city: minorities which claim their rights to public space would be pushed out 
and districts, occupied mostly by minorities, would become more self-sufficient and isolated from 
the rest.

The game structures the process of changing public space around places, not around administra-
tive system. The game also leaves the opportunity to use the outcomes for improving the actual 
city. The experience of negotiating and evaluating projects in public space can be further applied 
for better understanding the situation on specific sites in the city. For example, business people 
could understand the need for a certain facility in a certain place. Best practices from the process 
of the game can serve as a handbook for city activists.
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Battlefield at the street corner Finding a place for a sculpture in the city
In this scenario an artist is looking for a good place in the city to put his newest sculpture — a hy-
brid of a tractor and a gothic chapel. Parameters like density, quantity of art galleries, education of 
inhabitants are being evaluated. In the end, he comes up with a most appropriate place, a corner 
of a lively and green street. But it turns out that this place is also considered by someone else — 
say, by a newspaper kiosk chain. To avoid a stalemate, they ask citizen, create a poll and broad-
cast information about their positive impact on the city. A strange sculpture obviously has less 
tangible benefits for the city and loses the competition. But then a third player suddenly enters the 
fight and backs the sculpture proposal with his own: he's ready to open a cafe there and to put 
this sculpture in front of the cafe (to attract wealthy tourists, he says). This proposal becomes even 
more popular than the previous two and it is easily accepted.

The possibility to "read" the city cpace through quantative measures changes the way people 
interact with it and opens up the possibility to make precise changes, "urban acupuncture". 
The game introduces the mechanism of notifications, making all interested people aware of the 
changes in the city.
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Michael Schindhelm is a German author, film director and theatre manager. He grew up 
in the former GDR and studied at the State University of Voronezh in the former USSR, 
graduating with a degree in quantum chemistry. In 2005, he became the first director 
general of the newly founded Opernstiftung, comprising Berlin’s three opera houses. 
From 2007 to 2009 he was cultural director of the Dubai Culture and Arts Authority, 
focusing on the Khor Dubai project. Since 2009 he has worked internationally as a 
cultural advisor, as well as continuing his work as a novelist, librettist and translator. His 
documentary Birds’ Nest examined the design and construction of the Beijing National 
Stadium.

Yuri Grigoryan is an architect and educator. In 1999, he founded Project Meganom with Alexandra 
Pavlova, Pavel Ivanchikov and Ilya Kuleshov. He and his partners have developed a wide range of 
projects, including private houses, large public buildings, preservations and urban plans. Recently, 
Project Meganom won a competition on Perm Contemporary Art Museum. In addition to practic-
ing as an architect, Grigoryan teaches at MARKHI in Moscow.

Theme Coordinator
Fedor Novikov

Fedor Novikov is an economist and urban planning specialist, and co-ordinates the Public Space 
theme at Strelka. He has worked at the asset management firm PPP projects and as a land use 
analyst in the Public Advocate’s Office in New York, and was a founder of the urban advocacy 
group Moscow Paths. He has a BSc in economics from the London School of Economics and 
an MA in Urban Planning from New York University.
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Architect, graduated at Moscow State Architectural Institute in 2006. Worked as an architect in 
"Sergey Skuratov Architects" and "ABD Architects"

Sergey Shoshin (Sergiev Posad)
Architect and interior designer, graduated at Moscow State Architectural Institute in 2008, origi-
nally from, Moscow region. Worked as an architect in Mosproekt-2, "ADM Chernikhova", Union of 
Moscow architects, "Mebius".

Jezi Stankevic  (Lithuania)
Architect and interior designer, graduated at Vilnius Academy of arts and as an architect and inte-
rior and advertising designer at Vilnius College of construction and design. Worked as an architect 
in "Process" office in Vilnius and as an architect-researcher at the Institute for Advanced Architec-
ture of Catalonia.
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Culture expert, graduated from Russian State University of Humanities. Worked in Liberal Mission 
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